TERMS AND CONDITIONS
AllSporter Coins Distribution Event
Version dated 01.10.2018
1. Introduction
These are the terms and conditions determining rules, rights and obligations related to the
distribution event of ERC20 Ethereum Token Standard tokens – AllSporter Coins (hereunder
referred to as “AllSporter Coins distribution event”) - generated by Rainbow Tech LP
(limited partnership) registered at the Companies House, Ireland on 16th August 2018
(hereunder referred to as “we”, ”u
 s”, the“Company”).
Hereunder, you (potential participant) will find useful and important information concerning
Tokens and terms of their acquisition.
If you are a citizen, tax resident or green card holder of the United States of America
you shall not participate in the AllSporter Coins distribution event, ICO, Airdrop or any
bounty program and furthermore you explicitly represent that, “I am”:
a) Not an individual who is a resident of the United States of America, its territories or
possessions, any state of the United States of America (the “USA”) ;
b) Not a corporation, partnership or any legal entity formed under the laws of the USA;
c) Not an agency, branch, office, or outlet located in the USA of any legal entity formed under
laws other than those of the USA;
d) Not a trust of which any trustee or executor is described in (a), (b) or (c) above;
e) Not a legal entity (i) the shares of which are not publicly traded as part of a securities
exchange, and (ii) more than 40 % of the shares of which are owned, in the possession of or
held by or for the benefit of an individual or entity described in (a), (b), (c) or (d) above;

DEFINITIONS
“Allsporter platform”

sports booking peer-to-peer platform with Blockchain technological
solutions.

“AML”

anti-money laundering i.e. a set of procedures, laws and regulations
designed to stop the practice of generating income through illegal
actions.

“ALLSPORTER

distribution event of ERC20 Ethereum Token Standard tokens –
AllSporter Coins

Coins Distribution
Event”

“Bitcoin”

a type of digital currency in which encryption techniques are used to
regulate the generation of units of currency and verify the transfer of

AllSporter

funds, operating independently of a central bank, also referred here
as “BTC”.
“Blockchain”

a distributed cryptography-powered database that maintains a list of
records, chained together against revision and tampering

“Ethereum”

an open-source, public, blockchain-based computing platform
featuring smart contract functionality, also referred here as “ETH”

“ICO”

Initial coin offering i.e. a fundraising mechanism in which new
projects sell their underlying crypto tokens in exchange for Ethereum

“KYC”

know your customer (KYC) is the process of a business identifying
and verifying the identity of its clients

“Participant”

a person who will participate in the AllSporter Coins distribution
event and/or subscribe to the event

“Privacy Policy”

terms of the processing of personal data, acceptance of which is
necessary requirement for the participation in the AllSporter Coins
distribution event, available at http://allsportercoin.io

“T&C”

these Terms and Conditions.

“Tokens”

virtual items (ERC20 Ethereum Token Standard tokens) generated
by the Company in AllSporter Coins distribution event

2. Obligation to read and accept the T&C
Please make sure that you read the terms and conditions below (‘T&C’) carefully as they
determine your rights and obligations related to the distribution of Tokens you might decide to
participate in. Should you not agree with any of the following terms and conditions,
representations and warranties, obligations or other issues - do not register on the Allsporter
platform. In order to take part in the AllSporter Coins distribution event you must read and be
aware of the T&C, as well as unconditionally and irrevocably accept them without any
exceptions. By participation in this AllSporter Coins distribution event, you expressly confirm
that you have read the T&C carefully and fully understand the risks, limitations and conditions
of receiving AllSporter Coins and participating in AllSporter Coins distribution event.

This document covers the following:
(i) general description of AllSporter Coins distribution event;
(ii) terms and conditions of the agreement on your participation in AllSporter Coins
distribution event, which must be understood as transferring your ETH or BTC and
receiving in return AllSporter Coins.
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3. Main limitations and issues
Points below should be treated as a summarized excerpt of freely selected provisions set
forth in the T&C and should not be interpreted otherwise - it is not sufficient to go through the
points in this paragraph, for detailed regulations, please read entire T&C.
●

●

●

●
●

●

●

In order to participate in AllSporter Coins distribution event you must fulfill conditions
and requirements determined herein and enter into a binding agreement on
participation in AllSporter Coins distribution event. Company’s obligation towards you
under this agreement is to transfer (by a smart contract) a relevant amount of
AllSporter Coins (which at the beginning are locked and get unlocked, if certain
conditions described herein are fulfilled) and this obligation arises only at the moment
when the agreement on your participation becomes binding (when you successfully
and correctly transfer ETH), under the conditions described in details herein.
https://allsportercoin.io website and AllSporter Coins distribution event is not
addressed to people under the age of 18 or to people/entities whose jurisdiction limits
or forbids their participation in token distribution events, initial coin offerings or
possession/use of ERC20 Ethereum Token Standard tokens or any other activity,
obligation or issue related to Tokens and the distribution event.
We reserve full rights to refuse or cancel participation in AllSporter Coins distribution
event of any participant who did not successfully go through the KYC/AML
verification.
Unless explicitly provided otherwise, AllSporter Coins are non-refundable and cannot
be cancelled by you (once your ETH or BTC is transferred).
Participant can lose all ETH or BTC amounts related to AllSporter Coins, AllSporter
Coins may have no value. In no case should AllSporter Coins be treated as an
investment or as a security.
Participants can’t participate in the AllSporter Coins distribution event, making
purchase, receiving and holding AllSporter Coins for the purpose of speculative
investment.
Each participant must consider all potential and actual risks of participation in
AllSporter Coins distribution event. You must be sure that you understand all related
risks and legal regulations.

4. Declaration of having sufficient knowledge and expertise
By accepting the T&C you declare that you are aware of all risks related to the AllSporter
Coins distribution event and receiving AllSporter Coins, as well as you have relevant and
sufficient knowledge and expertise in ERC20 Ethereum Token Standard tokens and
Blockchain based technology and software systems. Therefore, before making any decisions
related to participating in AllSporter Coins distribution event, please verify your knowledge in
the relevant scopes.
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5. Purpose of AllSporter Coins
The intended, future purpose of AllSporter Coins is to be used in the mobile and web
platform called AllSporter. AllSporter Coins are virtual items (ERC20 Ethereum Token
Standard tokens) that may enable usage of and interaction within the AllSporter mobile
and/or web platform, provided that such feature will be successfully completed and deployed
(this cannot be treated as our obligation of any kind, such functionality is only planned and
not promised or guaranteed). In particular, you understand and accept that AllSporter Coins
do not represent or confer any ownership right or stake, share, security, or equivalent rights,
or any right to receive future revenue shares, intellectual property rights or any other form of
participation in or relating to the Allsporter mobile and web platform and/or Company and its
corporate affiliates.
AllSporter Coins are not intended to be a security, commodity, bond, debt instrument or any
kind of financial instrument or investment carrying equivalent rights, nor are AllSporter Coins
intended to represent any form of money or legal tender in any jurisdiction, nor any
representation of money (including electronic money).
Accordingly, any protections offered by applicable law in relation to the purchase, holding
and/or sale of the instruments, assets, securities and/or investments etc. shall not apply to
any participation in the AllSporter Coins distribution event under these T&C or to your
receiving,holding or exchanging Tokens.

6. Representations & warranties
You represent and warrant that you (in your relevant jurisdiction) are of age that allows for
entering into legally binding agreements, and therefore you declare that you are authorized to
be bound by T&C and to receive Tokens. By accepting the T&C you also unconditionally
and irrevocably represent and warrant that you will not hold us and any of our
affiliated companies, or our directors, officers, agents, and any other related legal or
natural persons, now or in the future, liable for any losses or any special, incidental, or
consequential damages arising out of, or in any way connected to AllSporter Coins
distribution event (unless otherwise set forth by mandatory and unconditionally binding
provisions of law). You also acknowledge and confirm that you must act exclusively in your
own name and on your behalf when participating in AllSporter Coins distribution event.

7. AllSporter Coins are not securities or investment
We do not encourage you to make any investments; this is not an Initial Public Offering
(“IPO”), individual investment, collective investment scheme solicitation for any investment,
share or equity offering, nor do we offer securities of any kind (in no case should AllSporter
Coins be treated as securities). Participation in AllSporter Coins distribution event should not
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be considered a loan of any kind or any other obligation of the Company, unless explicitly
stipulated otherwise herein.

8. Eligibility – can you participate in AllSporter Coins distribution event?
By participating in AllSporter Coins distribution event, you unconditionally and irrevocably
represent and warrant that you are not a citizen, lawful permanent resident or person
domiciled in any jurisdiction or country where token distribution events, your participation
therein or possession, distribution or use of AllSporter Coins is or may be prohibited by
provisions of law, or otherwise limited or regulated in such way that would make your
participation and/or possession, distribution or use of AllSporter Coins contrary to or
incompliant with any law or regulations, including above all the United States of America,
Singapore and China.
Should your participation in AllSporter Coins distribution event result in implying any
additional sanctions, restrictive measures, penalties, registration, licensing or other
authorization requirements on the Company (including its affiliates), or any of its products or
services within your jurisdiction or country, your participation in AllSporter Coins distribution
event is strictly prohibited.
You agree that – if your country of residence (or other relevant jurisdiction) or other
circumstances change in a way which would result in the above representations being no
longer accurate – you will immediately resign from participating in AllSporter Coins
distribution event and/or cease using AllSporter Coins. If you are acting on behalf of a legal
entity, you further represent and warrant that
(I) such legal entity is duly organized and validly existing under the applicable laws of the
jurisdiction of its organization, and
(II) you are duly authorized by such legal entity to act on its behalf. By participating in
AllSporter Coins distribution event, you represent and warrant that you have - to the
extent required by applicable law - complied with all anti-money laundering and
counter-terrorism financing requirements.
You unconditionally and irrevocably acknowledge and confirm that we cannot be held liable
for any unauthorised or unlawful participation - by accepting these T&C you confirm that you
have verified your local laws and are entitled to legally and lawfully take part in the AllSporter
Coins distribution event.
9. Specific Terms & Conditions
9.1 AllSporter Coins distribution event basic information
Agreement on participation in Allporter Coins distribution event
You enter into a binding agreement on participation in AllSporter Coins distribution event (i.e.
the agreement purpose and aim of which is that you transfer ETH or BTC and receive
Tokens), when you correctly and successfully go through a relevant procedure on
https://allsportercoin.io send your participation form with all necessary data and transfer ETH
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(Ethers) or BTC to a relevant smart contract address (as described below), under the
condition that prior to sending such participation form you have read, accepted and comply
with these T&C and gave all other consents required in accordance with the T&C, included
but not limited to accepting and confirming relevant checkboxes on https://allsportercoin.io
Each participant may use only one Ethereum wallet address to participate in AllSporter Coins
distribution event (you cannot participate by using several ETH addresses).
9.2 Supply of AllSporter Coins
The total amount of 260 000 000 of AllSporter Coins may be generated. The AllSporter Coins
distribution event of Tokens will be executed in one stage:
ICO (only in these time slots you can enter into an agreement on your participation in
AllSporter Coins distribution event). 55 % of all tokens (i.e. 143 000 000) will be available for
receiving during the ICO. A maximum of 15% (i.e. 39 000 000) of the total amount of
AllSporter Coins may be used for distribution among influencers and the Company’s (and/or
its affiliates’) clients to engage influencers into the AllSporter Coins promotion, grow the
token mobile and web application loyalty and gamification features. A maximum of 8 % (i.e.
20 800 000) of the total supply of AllSporter Coins may be used to cover the rewards for
Company’s advisors and business partners.
Minimum participation amount in ICO: 1 ETH

9.3 AllSporter Coins allocation and distribution procedure
(1) We will provide a relevant smart contract address for transferring ETH or BTC in scope of
AllSporter Coins distribution the ICO.
(2) Each participant who fulfilled all requirements and conditions and successfully went
through the procedure on https://allsportercoin.io website shall transfer relevant amount of
ETH or BTC to participate in AllSporter Coins distribution event. The amount of transferred
ETH or BTC determines the minimum amount of AllSporter Coins that can be received by
you (based on the exchange rates determined above). Additionally, provided that the
minimum goal of ICO is reached, we reserve the right to discretionary allocate to each or
chosen participants more AllSporter Coins, proportionally or otherwise, while each participant
can also use a smart contract function to ask for an additional allocation of such amount of
the outstanding AllSporter Coins (if any) that is proportional to his/her participation in the total
amount of AllSporter Coins allocated initially to all participants. In all cases should such
additional allocation be treated as Company’s right, not an obligation of any kind.
(3) When your ETH or BTC is successfully transferred to Company’s relevant smart contract
address, the smart contract transfers immediately and automatically a relevant amount of
AllSporter Coins to your wallet address. These AllSporter Coins, however, remain locked. At
latest by 31.04.2019, we will verify
(I) whether the minimum goal of ICO was reached and, if so,
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(II) whether your participation was successful (i.e. verified and approved by the
Company).
(4) Beforereceiving AllSporter Coins you should go through KYC/AML verification procedure,
if we request you to do so (it may require providing additional data) - please follow the
received instructions. Failure to go through the procedure immediately may delay execution
of the agreement. Please note that the Company reserves the right to verify (or not) each
participant on Company’s sole discretion, according to criteria set forth by the Company
itself, which also may, but may not, include KYC/AML-related procedures. The Company is
entitled to conduct such verification by a third party, which the participant hereby agrees for
(this includes consent for transfer of your data necessary to conduct such verification). Upon
such verification (if applied), the Company will decide on whether your participation in
AllSporter Coins distribution was successful.
(5) If
(i) the minimum goal of ICO is not reached or
(ii) your participation was deemed unsuccessful (for whatever reason), you will be
informed about it and obliged to immediately transfer back AllSporter Coins to us. In
return, we will transfer you back your ETH or BTC within 14 working days after
receiving AllSporter Coins. In order to follow this procedure you must correctly call the
"approve" function for all AllSporter Coins allocated to you (received), giving the
ethereum wallet the ability to transfer AllSporter Coins and inform us about it via email
contact@allsporter.com. Please keep in mind that you must follow the procedure to
receive the ETH or BTC back.
(6) Provided that the ICO minimum goal was reached and your participation in AllSporter
Coins distribution event was finally approved and successful, you will be notified about such
fact and the received AllSporter Coins will get unlocked.
(7) To be absolutely certain that your participation is final, please make sure that you have
both - the notification and the unlocked AllSporter Coins, as in very rare and improbable
cases, sole unlocking of AllSporter Coins may result from a technological error. Although the
Company believes that the AllSporter Coins distribution event smart contract and other
technological aspects are well-developed and fully functional, some technical or
technological errors or malfunctions may potentially occur. The Company reserves the right
to develop a new smart contract or apply other relevant measures aimed at solving any
technical or technological problems which might potentially occur in relation to AllSporter
Coins distribution event. No ETH or BTC returns should be necessary and Tokens should be
eventually transferred to each participant. The Company will adopt necessary improvements
and apply other measures as soon as possible (this should not, but potentially may, happen
later than by the date referred to in point (3) above, which in such case should not be
binding). Please note that in no case can the Company be held liable for such occurrence or
any delays (including delays in distribution or unlocking of AllSporter Coins) or other
consequences, damages or losses resulting (directly or indirectly) from such technical or
technological malfunctions or errors.
(8) All ETH or BTC transferred by either
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(i) all participants - if the minimum ICO goal would not be reached or,
(ii) by these participants whose participation in AllSporter Coins Pre-ICO or ICO has
been refused or cancelled will be transferred back to such participants according to
the rules set forth above. No interests or any other reimbursement (also related to the
exchange rates differences) shall be due for the period between transferring ETH or
BTC and refund thereof or transfer/unlocking of tokens. You cannot claim any
damages or losses, or demand any kind of reimbursements (except for return of ETH
or BTC you transferred) related to refusal or cancellation of your participation in
AllSporter Coins distribution event. Should your due return of ETH or BTC be missing,
please contact us immediately.

10. Cancellation & no refunds
As of the moment when you receive AllSporter Coins you cannot return them or demand any
refund of whatever kind. Simultaneously, we reserve our exclusive right to refuse or cancel
your participation in AllSporter Coins distribution event at any time (up to the moment when
the received AllSporter Coins in your wallet get unlocked), if you do not go successfully
through the KYC/AML verification (we will inform you about such situation). Should the
minimum ICO goal not be reached, all AllSporter Coins transferred to the participants must
be returned (and ETH or BTC will be transferred back). In no case can the Company be
held liable for using its exclusive right to cancel or refuse any participation in
AllSporter Coins distribution event or for the case of not reaching the ICO minimum
goal.
Receiving AllSporter Coins from us is binding and final for you, which means that refunds or
cancellations are not possible from your side (due to a nature of the smart contract). In order
to enter into a binding agreement, when going through the registration procedure you must
unconditionally and irrevocably agree for immediate delivery of AllSporter Coins. It means
that you lose your right of withdrawal, even if such withdrawal right is statutory
(foreseen by binding provisions of law), to the furthest extent possible under such
applicable provisions of law. Please make sure that you understand and agree for the
consequences of such voluntary loss of statutory withdrawal period and request on
immediate delivery of AllSporter Coins.

11. AllSporter Coins related Restrictions
You shall not (directly - yourself or indirectly by - allowing any third party to do so):
(i) insert into any of our services, smart contracts or platforms, as well as AllSporter
Coins themselves, any malicious software, viruses, worms, time or date bombs, or
other codes that is specifically designed to harm the use of our digital facilities or
AllSporter Coins to cease operating, or to damage, interrupt, or interfere with any end
user data;
(ii) participate in AllSporter Coins distribution event with ETH or BTC coming from or use
AllSporter Coins for any illegal or unlawful actions or other unauthorized sources or
purposes;
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(iii) exceed the scope of any license granted to you hereunder.

12. No security or collective investment scheme
As already mentioned, AllSporter Coins cannot be regarded as and are not securities or
collective investment scheme. Receiving AllSporter Coins does not result in any voting or
ownership rights towards any entity or grant any right to impact the governance of such entity
(incl. the Company and its affiliates) grant any return on investment, grant any profit or
passive income resulting from possession of AllSporter Coins (including above all any profit
or returns based on dividends or interest, or any other form of regular or any other payment).

13. AirDrop program
3 % of the whole token pool is determined to be allocated to the AirDrop campaign. The
Participant is visible in the ranking and has a chance for additional bonuses for subsequent
activities under the points obtained from the AirDrop program.
In order to participate in the AirDrop program, it is mandatory to:
●
●
●

create an account in Our platform (gives login, password and gets an activation link
by email),
when setting up the account Participant should accept Our T&C and privacy policy,
after that Participant should check the checkbox, indicating you are not a robot,
execute a specific action, which is described on the site
http://www.allsportercoin.io/airdrop.

After completing the action, points and number of tokens are assigned to the Participant.
If:
●
●

●
●
●
●
●

You will not pass KYC/AML verification, or;
You do not fulfil Our social media conditions (you have less than 50 friends on your
Facebook account or less than 50 followers / contacts on other social media (except
Telegram, YouTube, Reddit [required at least 10 karma], Medium [required 10
followers]) or if Your social media account is not public, or;
content on Your social media account does not comply with the terms and conditions
of the given social media;
You will spam Our social media channels or post any content from Our channel along
with inappropriate or unlawful content, or;
Your social media account exists less than 3 (three) months, or;
Your social media account might be fake in our opinion (we will consider this case in
a good faith), or;
You will complete the Airdrop action 3 minutes before the end.

We reserve full right to refuse or cancel Your participation and to not give you any tokens.
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Spamming, cheating, using multiple accounts, behaving unethically etc. is forbidden and
leads to full disqualification from the whole bounty program.
There are no ex aequo places in the Airdrops ranking. We take into account the duration of
the Airdrop action, i.e. first come first served. First 100 people on the ranking list will get
additional rewards, totalling 350250 tokens. All tokens from this campaign shall be distributed
after the ICO.
Airdrop actions are limited. We have at our disposal only a certain number of actions under
the Airdrop, which can be performed by a certain number of people.
If We will not achieve the Soft Cap (the minimum goal of ICO is not reached), We will transfer
proportionally less tokens for points in the Airdrop.
Every person participating in the AirDrop agrees to join the mailing list and to be sent the
AllSporter Newsletter from the mail contact@allsporter.com. Every person is able to
unsubscribe from this service at any time.
14. Risks
By receiving AllSporter Coins you explicitly acknowledge, assume and confirm that
you are aware of all technical and other merits, risks and restriction related to
Blockchain based software systems, ERC20 Ethereum Token Standard tokens and
participation in AllSporter Coins distribution event in general.
Most significant risks include (without any limitation, this list is not exclusive and shall serve
as an example only):
●
●
●
●
●
●

risk of losing access (e.g. due to loss of private key or errors of various kinds);
risk of fraud or unlawful actions such as e.g. theft, hacker or mining attack or security
imperfections;
risk of technical incompatibility;
cryptocurrency exchanges related risks;
risk of changing legal regulations (incl. taxation);
other technology-related and operational risks.

The Company is not responsible for any delays, losses, costs, non-delivery of refunds or of
AllSporter Coins, or other issues arising from the failure to provide, or providing an inaccurate
or incomplete address for refunding ETH, BTC or receiving AllSporter Coins.
The C
 ompany cannot be held liable for any losses or damages related to Blockchain
technology, including above all consequences of using unsupported wallets. Please
remember that you need to use ERC20 compatible wallet to participate in AllSporter Coins
distribution event.

15. Disclosure Information
The Company reserves its rights to use and/or disclose your information where such use
and/or disclosure is required under law, for cooperation with regulatory, law enforcement and
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other governmental bodies or authorities, to perform credit checks, financial assessments
and/or to protect Company’s rights or property.

16. Liability waiver
We e
 xpressly disclaim any and all responsibility for any direct or consequential loss or
damage of any kind whatsoever arising directly or indirectly from:
(I) reliance on any information contained in these T&C, https://allsportercoin.io
website,
(II) any error, omission or inaccuracy of such information or
(III) any action resulting from such information. Please note that we cannot be held
liable for any obligations or unfulfilled assumptions, unless explicitly provided
otherwise in the T&C.
We cannot be held liable for any acts or omissions of third parties. To the fullest extent
permitted by law, all the waivers and disclaimers of liability stipulated in these T&C should
apply to all and any injuries and damages caused by or related to (inability to) use AllSporter
Coins or participate in the AllSporter Coins distribution event. You must be aware of the fact
that there potentially may occur some technical or technological problems or malfunctions
that would impede your participation in AllSporter Coins distribution. In such case we cannot
be held liable for any delays or failures to ensure your proper participation in AllSporter Coins
distribution event.
We also cannot be held liable for any failures, damages or losses constituting a cause of
force majeure, which generally speaking, includes unforeseen events beyond our control
such as:
(i) unavoidable casualty,
(ii) delays in delivery of materials,
(iii) embargoes,
(iv) government orders,
(v) acts of civil or military authorities,
(vi) acts by common carriers,
(vii)emergency conditions (including weather conditions), or any similar unforeseen event
that renders performance commercially implausible.
None of the waivers, however, should exclude any liability resulting from our willful
misconduct or fraudulent behavior.

17. Warranties waiver
You are participating in the AllSporter Coins distribution event and receiving AllSporter Coins
at your own risk and you hereby confirm that you are fully aware of and agree for that.
AllSporter Coins (and the distribution event itself) is provided on an ‘as is’ basis – without
express or implied warranties of any kind. Although we use all available measures and apply
highest standards, we cannot guarantee that the process of participating in AllSporter Coins
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distribution event, receiving AllSporter Coins or AllSporter Coins themselves will be totally
uninterrupted or error-free.
The Company expressly disclaims all representations and warranties, express, implied
or statutory, related to AllSporter Coins distribution event, AllSporter Coins, their
utility and ability of any (potential) participant to receive or use AllSporter Coins,
including - without limitation - any representations and warranties of title,
non-infringement, merchantability, usage, suitability or fitness for any particular
purpose.

18. Tax related issues
You are obliged to pay by yourself all taxes related to your participation in the AllSporter
Coins distribution event and your possession of AllSporter C
 oins. You hereby represent and
warrant that you are aware of the fact that some taxation or legal regulations may apply to
receiving and/or to possession of AllSporter Coins over time. You are also solely responsible
for all tax related issues resulting from the participation in AllSporter Coins distribution event.
By accepting these T&C and to the extent permitted by applicable law, you agree not to hold
us liable for any tax-related issues associated with or arising from the receive of AllSporter
Coins and/or participation in AllSporter Coins distribution event.

19. Amendments to the T&C
We can amend, modify, add or remove one or more clauses of these T&C, as well as the
contents of https://allsportercoin.io website, from time to time, upon our sole discretion. You
will be informed of the amendments via e-mail address given when registering on the
AllSporter platform. You will have 14 days to inform us via e-mail if you don’t accept the
changes to the T&C. Your non-acceptance will mean the resignation of the services offered
by the Company. Amended/modified version of the aforementioned will be uploaded on the
https://allsportercoin. or relevant website, unless explicitly stipulated otherwise therein. In all
cases, such amendment will be executed in compliance with binding provisions of law to
ensure that participants’ rights are obeyed. Please make sure that you have acknowledged
the version of T&C binding at the moment of taking part in the AllSporter Coins distribution
event, as such version determines applicable obligations and rights (upon your explicit
acceptance thereof).

20. Term of the T&C
These T&C in general become binding between you and us not later than on the moment you
accept them by clicking on a relevant button, the agreement on your participation in
AllSporter Coins distribution event (mutual obligation of transferring ETH or BTC for
AllSporter Coins) itself becomes binding at the moment when you successfully transfer ETH
or BTC in compliance with the provisions included herein. To the reasonable and justified
extent, these T&C shall be binding to you as of the moment on which you enter
https://allsportercoin.io website. Should we realize that you have violated any of the
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provisions of these T&C, we are entitled to terminate the agreement between you and us by
notifying you (by e-mail) about such violation and giving you additional time to redress, if
such violation can be redressed. The T&C are available for download.

21. Severability
Should any clause of these T&C be found, in whole or in part, unlawful, void or
unenforceable such clause shall be ineffective solely to the extent of such invalidity or
unenforceability and without affecting other provisions of the T&C that remain binding and
enforceable.

22. Intellectual Property rights
By entering h
 ttps://allsportercoin.io website and/or using any facility or service of the
Company (and its affiliates), you acknowledge and unconditionally agree that the website
and platform for AllSporter Coins distribution, as well as its source code form, any
improvements, corrections and modifications thereof, all copyrights, patents, trade secrets, or
trademarks or other intellectual property rights protecting or pertaining to any aspect of this
website/platform and related services, softwares and facilities, are and shall remain the sole
and exclusive property of the Company (or its affiliated company, whichever applies). In no
case should any legal rights or title to the aforementioned by transferred to you, unless
explicitly set forth otherwise. When receiving AllSporter Coins you only get a limited right to
use in accordance with its features and technology, in compliance with the T&C.

23. Governing Law and jurisdiction
These T&C shall be governed by the laws of Poland.

24. Assignment of Rights and Obligations
You agree that the Company may assign any and all of its rights or obligations resulting from
this T&C or any legal relationship established in relation to these T&C to a new company that
will be established in Gibraltar under the Gibraltar law and will be owned 100% by the
Company or by the shareholder/shareholders of the Company. You hereby give your consent
for such assignment and confirm that no further consent is required.

25. Miscellaneous
You agree that all agreements, notices, disclosures or other communications may be
delivered by the Company, on its sole discretion, in electronic form (including publication on
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http://allsportercoin.io or other relevant website). All the information will be available for
downloading and saving on your device.
Any our failure to enforce or require from you strict performance of any provision of these
T&C or our failure to exercise any right under these T&C shall not be treated as a waiver of
such obligation or any relinquishment of our right to assert or rely upon any such provision or
right.
Make sure that you have read, understood and accepted our Privacy Policy (available here:
http://allsportercoin.io), as the Privacy Policy constitutes an immanent part of the entire token
distribution event agreement. You confirm and agree that we can and probably will disclose
and make publicly available an information on the token distribution event process, which
means - above all - publishing information on number of AllSporter Coins distributed. None of
your personal data shall be made public without obtaining your prior written approval.
Should you have any questions or claims regarding AllSporter Coins distribution event please
feel free to contact us by sending an e-mail to contact@allsporter.com , we will do our best to
respond as soon as possible (within statutory limits) in the same form. In each inquiry or
claim you must include at least the following information:
(i) your e-mail and
(ii) (ERC20 tokens compatible wallet addresses, both used by registering to AllSporter
Coins distribution event,
(iii) description of your inquiry/claim;
(iv) your expectations/demands, if any.
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